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Idea

• this is a snapshot of my 2013 Acta Informatica

paper of the same title (which develops some 

ideas I presented at RTA 2010)

• emphasize the ideas & motivations

• leave out the technicalities 



List of complaints

• topology as a tool is under-used (meta-issue)

• many definitions are ad hoc (closure 

operators)

• equivalence relations are neglected or just 

weird

• notions of model are even weirder if not 

wrong



Example: weak reduction 

�� → �� → ��…�

�� → �

Instead of asking for a relation ↠	that is closed 
under this principle and contains →	 we define 
↠
	as the thing below the line. (Aside: that def
in its usual form also has foundational issues.)

Imagine doing the same thing with transitivity: 
instead of the transitive closure we get the two-
step relation.



Example

� �, � ⟶ � �, � �

B ⟶ �

We do not have � �, � ↠
 �(�, ��) although 

any relation that is closed under weak limits and 

contains →	would relate these terms.



Closure Operators

• whenever we have monotonic operation on 

relations �	we also have a corresponding 

closure operator �⋆ (Tarski’s fixpoint theorem)

• so, for weak reduction, �⋆	exists – even if it is 

a bit strange (adherent reduction)

• often we want the X+Y-closure of two (or 

more) separate closure principles � ∘ � ⋆

• natural way to form equivalence relations



Concrete Closure Operators

• standard kit: reflexive, symmetric, transitive, 

substitutive,...

• W: weakly converging sequences

• P: pointwise closure - add limits in codomain

• T: topological closure - add limits to the 

relation graph in product topology

• what about strong reduction?



Strong Reduction

• ...is traditionally defined as a notion based on 

the concepts of (i) redex, and (ii) weak 

reduction

– redex is a concept of iTRSs, not relations

– basing it on weak reduction is at best ugly

• we can generalise it though, and ditch weak 

reduction in the process



Strong Convergence ( case)

A reduction sequence (of terms) �� → �� 	→
⋯	strongly converges to b iff for every 
neighbourhood B of b there is an � ∈ � such 
that every reduction step beyond � is witnessed
by a context C that is safe for B.

C witnesses C[t]→C[u] if t→u.

C is safe for B if C[t]∈B for every t.

Note: that definition works with any topology on 
terms.



Result

• Theorem: the corresponding monotonic 

operation S on relations is a closure operator 

(on compatible relations).

• For any topology!

• Thus, strong reductions of strong reductions 

can always be flattened.



Equivalences

Suppose E means “equivalence closure”.

When we form equivalences over �⋆ � we can 
consider:

•  �⋆ � . This treats �⋆ � as a black box. We 
do infinitary rewriting, we do not do infinitary
reasoning. Or:

•  ∘ � ⋆ � .	Here we close our equivalence 
under the same principle as the rewrite relation. 
We do do infinitary reasoning, and in the same 
way.



Inconsistency

• equivalences of the second form relate more 

terms and can become inconsistent, e.g. 

 ∘ � ⋆ is inconsistent...

• for "� if and only if there are collapsing rules 

present

• for other metrics/topologies if they support 

hyper-collapsing towers. These are infinite 

terms built from collapsing contexts.



Equational Models

• not things that model the rewrite relation –

that’s a different ballgame

• instead, things that treat the rewrite relation 

as equality

• you could view this as: denotational semantics 

instead of an operational one

• Why?  Mostly as a sanity check for 

equivalences!



Models vs. Equivalences

• every function #: � → � induces an 

equivalence on �, the kernel of the function 

∼&, where ' ∼& (	 ⟺ # ' = # (

• this also works with families of functions 

#+: � ⟶ �+ ∶ ' ∼ ( ⇔ ∀/. #+ ' = #+ (

• thus if we have a class of models this induces 

an equivalence – a closure operator on 

equivalences



Models

• we need an interpretation function #0 of type 

#0: 1 → (2 → �) → �. Here, A is our model, T 

the set of our terms and V is the set of 

variables. 

• so, #0	3	4 – is the interpretation of t in A with 

environment 4.

• I take this as a primitive rather than a derived 

notion.



Coherence

• we need two coherence conditions for f:

1. variable interpretation is variable lookup: 

#0	�	4 = 4 �

2. interpretations distribute over substitutions: 

#0 5 3 	4 = #0	3	 6 ↦ #0 5 6 4

• these are effectively the coherence conditions 

for algebras of monads in category theory



Problem

• with this notion of model I do not get an 
interpretation of infinite terms for free (if I 
have one for finite terms)

• if all my models are Hausdorff spaces, then it 
takes at least the agony of choice away

• if the models are moreover metric spaces 
(with a slight tweak in the type of the 
interpretation function) then we do not have 
to worry about infinite terms



Model-Induced Equivalence

• all model-induced equivalences will be closed 

under infinitary contexts/substitutions

• if all models are Hausdorff the equivalence 

will be closed under T

• if all models are T1 the equivalence will be 

pointwise closed

Also: if the relation  ∘ � ⋆ � is inconsistent 

then all models that are T1 are trivial.


